
Trusted by public agencies across the nation, FloodSax® is the 

sandless sandbag that absorbs 50 TIMES its dry weight, offers 

superior protection against floods and leaks for up to 90 days 

after use. This Patented Technology is compact and lightweight 

in design, making it quick and easy to deploy.  FloodSax® is 

ACTIVATED BY WATER OR OTHER LIQUID, while providing an 

unequaled barrier of protection. FloodSax® can be reused as 

drought irrigation or other green hydro applications. 

FloodSax® is the innovative, quick, self-absorbing, sandless sandbag flood 
defense system that has reinvented the way emergency management 
agencies fight damage from uncontained liquids, including chemical and 
hazardous spills. Each sack unit absorbs up to 5.8 gallons (50 lbs.) of liquid in 
just 5 minutes, and reaches 90% capacity in just 3 minutes.

Be Prepared
Government & Civil Response 

BIODEGRADABLE 
GREEN
PRODUCT

A BOX OF 20 FLOODSAX® CAN BE EASILY CARRIED BY ONE PERSON
and hundreds can be easily transported in a car or van.

The Modern Sandbag
FLOODSAX ® SAVES TIME,  INFRASTRUCTURE,  AND LIVES

Sandless Sandbags

www.FloodSax.com

FLOODSAX® SAVED OUR EMERGENCY CENTER OPERATION

"Within several minutes the FloodSax® expanded, keeping 
out hundreds of gallons of water and saved us from 
incredibly costly damage to our facility.”

Sam Hodge,
Director 
Georgetown County Emergency Management 

Rapid intervention with 
maximum impact

Absorbs salt/fresh water 
and hazardous liquids

Fast deployment

Requires minimal labor

Vacuum sealed for safe 
and efficient storage 

Light 1 lb. dry weight 

25% larger than any 
sandbag alternatives 

Expands to 20” x 19” x 6”

Up to 10-year shelf life



This state-of-the-art engineered product is made of polymer crystals, 
interwoven with a natural wood pulp mix, wrapped in a tough fabric case.  
Activated by any liquid, FloodSax® unique 9 section design offers a strong 
structure to stack and stagger to create a powerful flood barrier.  

Simply put, there is nothing that even comes close!

How do FloodSax® work?

Stored dry, when FloodSax® are 
deployed and activated by fluid, its 
biodegradable polymer crystals in a 
semi-porous case absorbs up to 5.8 
gallons, equal to 50 lbs. of water, in just 
5 minutes.  This makes FloodSax® far 
more sturdy, consistent and stable than 
a sandbag or similar product.

What sets FloodSax® 
apart from the market?

Alternative products require fresh water 
to deploy, have a much shorter shelf life 
and degrade in salt water. FloodSax® 
feature a larger capacity and superior 
engineering, making them more 
absorbent, biodegradable, and easier to 
stack for greater flood protection.

What other uses do 
FloodSax® have?

FloodSax® work anywhere to absorb 
and stop liquids.  It offers rapid 
deployment to flood response and 
chemical/ hazardous spills.  

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

APPLICATIONS

SAVES TIMES, INFRASTRUCTURE AND LIVES

FloodSax® have proven effective worldwide when it counts
by saving hundreds of thousands of dollars in prevented damage to 
residences, hospitals, hotels, shopping centers, warehouses and offices. 
FloodSax® have also been credited with saving a massive amount of time 
and effort from building owners, first responders and emergency personnel. 

FloodSax® stops liquid in its tracks!

US Patent # 7841268. Sold under exclusive
FloodSax® Americas distribution agreement by 
MBZ Industrial Inc.  |  www.mbzindustrial.com  +1 (888) 533-2994

www.FloodSax.com

STORAGE & DEPLOYMENT 
Military and Government Agencies have come to trust and rely on FloodSax® 
unprecedented security against liquid damage. Vacuum packed, clean, dry, 
easy to manage and deploy and require minimum space to store, first 
responders can quickly protect an area by stacking and staggering FloodSax®.  
Requiring minimal labor and offering rapid deployment, it creates powerful 
barriers against flooding, hazardous liquids and sea water. 

ABSORBS ALL TYPES OF LIQUIDS
FloodSax® are powerful and offer the ultimate protection 
against damage from liquids of all forms, including: 
water, salt water, gasoline, chemicals, and much more. 
After absorption, FloodSax® and the damaging liquid can 
quickly be removed from the effected area. 
“Liquids are no match against FloodSax®!”

• Homes
• Buildings
• Apartments
• Dock Egress/Ingress

• Roads
• Bridges
• Waterways
• Water Diversion 

• Powerstations
• Utility Facilities
• Telecom Offices

• Flood Control
• Water Redirection
• Hurricane Storm Surge
• Hillside Erosion Bagging
• Fire Roads 

• Damaged Pipes
• Overflowing Rivers
• Emergency back-up
• Storm Drain Blocking
• HazMat Spills

• Chemical Spills
• Hazardous Liquid Leaks
• Plumbing Leaks
• Vehicle Crash 
  Absorbing Pad


